Plural Possessive Nouns

A noun that shows ownership by more than one person is a **plural possessive noun**.

Add an **apostrophe ( )** to a plural noun that ends in -s to make it possessive.

example:

The *ships'* flags were waving in the wind.
My *parents'* bedroom has a large closet.

Add an **apostrophe ( ) and an -s** to form the possessive of plural nouns that do not already end in -s.

example:

The *children's* toys were scattered all over the floor.
The *women's* softball team won first place.

Write the plural possessive form of each word in the ( ) on the blank line.

1. The water was filled with the ____________________________ nets.  (fishermen)

2. Everyone knew the forest was the ____________________________ territory.  (wolves)

3. The ____________________________ bedroom is painted blue.  (boys)

4. The ____________________________ cribs were in perfect rows at the nursery.  (babies)

5. The ____________________________ wings were very large.  (airplanes)
ANSWER KEY

Possessive Nouns

A noun that shows ownership by more than one person is a **plural possessive noun**.

Add an *apostrophe ( ' )* to a plural noun that ends in -s to make it possessive.

example:
- The *ships'* flags were waving in the wind.
- My *parents'* bedroom has a large closet.

Add an *apostrophe ( ' )* and an -s to form the possessive of plural nouns that do not already end in -s.

example:
- The *children's* toys were scattered all over the floor.
- The *women's* softball team won first place.
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